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ABSTRACT

A model which consists of a BCS Hamiltonian and a periodic Anderson

Hamiltonian for a lattice of magnetic; ions is studied using the Green functions

equation of motion method. It is found that the Cooper pairing on the site-

localized magnetic electrons with antiferromagnetic r-oupling is capable of

destroying superconductivity at a lower critical temperature and thus predicting

a reentrant behaviour of the supereonduct.ing transition temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

Both theoretical and experimental investigations on superconductors

jontairiine magnetic impurities have been going on for a long time. As a

result, we now have a wide spectrum of experimental data available. There

are typical superconducting alloys like LaCe. ThCe which continuously change

the magnetic character according to the constituents of the matrix (Maple 1973;

Fischer and Peter 1973; iluller-Hartmann 197?). Reentrant behaviour has been

discovered in some rare earth superconductors (Fertig et al. 1977; Ishik&wa

and Fisher 19771. In particular, the compounds ErBhjBi and Ho a'*>6S8

become superconducting at 8.7 K and 1.2 K and on further lowering the temperature

become ferromagnetic at 0.9 K and 0.6 K respectively.

Several attempts (Jarlborg et al. 1977; Sakurai 1977; Sinha and

Singh 1979; Balseiro and Falikov 1979) have been made to study the problem

by invoking the interaction of band electrons with localized electrons and an

effective echange interaction between the magnetic electrons. Blount and

Varma (1979) have also studied phenomenologically the electrodynamics of these

systems. Bond structure studies (jarlborg et al. 1977) of some of these

materials suggest that there is a considerable amount of mixing between band

and localized electron states. It will therefore be interesting to study the

effect of this mixing and correlations of site localized electrons on the

superconducting gap parameter.

The purpose of the present investigation is to consider a model

microscopic Hamiltonian which consists of all the relevant interactions of

interest to the problem. In what follows we study a combination of BCS

reduced Hamiltonian and the Anderson Hamiltonian as a model for these "new"

superc onductors.

II. THE FORMALISM

We assume that the systems under consideration can be described by the

following Hemiltonian
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where (2.2) is the single electron Hamiltonian with C+o (C^) denoting femion

creation (annihilation) operators for conduction electrons in the Bloch state

l k ° ^ • A is the so-called gap parameter defined as A = &• <̂ C St •

where g is the phonon-mediated coupling constant and N is the tota l number

of atoms, a (a ) is a creation (annihilation) operator for a localizednet no v

electron at the nth site with spin index o . E is the single-particle
n

energy of the localized state and U is the correlation (repulsive) energy

among the localized electrons at the same site. V is a mixing parameter
Kn

between band and localized states.

It is convenient to start with the definition of a single-particle

Green function and the anomalous Green function for conduction electrons

within the interval 0 and 6 , i.e. let

(2.5)

(2.6)

where T is the time ordering operator which puts operator with greater t

vale to the left and the subscript u> indicates a Fourier transform ton
u variables. If we write down the equations of motion with the Hamiltonian

(2.1), we obtain the following:

G_k k
(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

and

/ (2.11)

(2.12)

III. EQUATIONS OF MOTIOH FOR LOCALIZED ELECTRONS

For localised electrons we define the following Green functions with-

in the interval 0 and fj:

= <T (3.1)

(3.2)

We write down the equation of motion as before and hence we decouple the higher

order Green functions using the Nagaoka scheme (1965). After some algebra

we obtain

3.3)
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where we have put V = V

r,

where f

V . From Eq.(3.!t) we obtain

p(u) is the width of the localized state and y

(3.5)

is the

width associated with the last term in (3.M. In the limit of A •* 0, we

recover Anderson's result. As we know, in the Anderson model, U/r » 1

leads to the ferromagnetic state. So, with the residual superconductivity

(A is non-zero but small) the condition for a ferromagnetic state will become

restrictive. Once superconductivity is destroyed, as in the ternary compounds,

as mentioned in the introduction, magnetic order will gradually develop.

IV. RESULTS AMD DISCUSSIONS

If we assume that only the excitations close to the Fermi energy E_
r

are Important and that all the energies are measured relative to E , then

we can write
im T E ~ ± k,n n 1

i ^ T E n + U ~ ± W2 .

Then we find

and f = g" = f

Vl

As can be seen from its expression Ct.l), $ describes pairing of

localized magnetic electrons with antiferromagnetic coupling. This correlation

can suppress superconductivity at a -lower critical temperature. In a

temperature regime where two parameters can compensate (A £--$), superconductivity

can "be destroyed, as has been predicted by Fertig et al. (197T) and Ishikawa

and Fisher (1977). A qualitative behaviour (based on Eq.(li.3)) of A, *

and magnetic order parameter, M, as a function of temperature is shown

schematically in Fig.l, A possible pairing mechanism may be as follows: the

up and down localized electrons see different exchange fields which in turn

will shift the energy bands of up and down spins and thus break the Cooper

pairs,

It is interesting to see that the order parameter $ itself vanishes

as the superconductivity (A -O) is destroyed, as is clear from the equation

(3.3)

As A + 0 at a lower critical temperature Tc,

correlations such as

(It.!*)

+ 0 and hence

all vanish. Below/a. a N and / a a
>̂ no n-a f S n-a nc .

this temperature the system should be described by the Anderson Hamiltonian

alone.

From Eq.(lt.2), we obtain

With the above relations, Eqs,(2.T} and (£.8) can be solved to give = u (It.5)

L
(lt.2)

and thus continuing analytically for Matsubara frequencies, i.e. i«n •> (2n+lH/B,

we obtain

This is positive and hence the system will show ferromagnetism. This is

perhaps the situation one finds in ErBh^B, and Hô ^ ̂ MOgSg which develop

ferromagnetic order below Tc .

-s.
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We studied here a model system described by the BCB and the Anderson

Hamiltonien. Our calculations show that pairing of localized electrons can

suppress superconductivity leading to reentrant behaviour. Work is in progress

and the details of the findings will he presented shortly.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Qualitative variation of parameters A (superconducting gap),

$ (correlation 'between up and down localized spin) and M

(magnetic order parameter) with temperature is shown, based on

Eq.U.3).
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